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Ted Tzirimis

Intrex's CEO, Ted Tzirimis, has been named among the

Top 25 Healthcare Software Executives of 2024 by The

Healthcare Technology Report.

RESTON, VA, UNITED STATES, June 5, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Intrex, a leading care-

technology company, proudly announces the

recognition of Ted Tzirimis, CEO, among the Top 25

Healthcare Software Executives of 2024 by The

Healthcare Technology Report. This announcement

highlights Tzirimis's exceptional leadership and

contributions to the healthcare software industry.

The organizer states leadership isn't just about

enhancing patient care experiences and outcomes;

it's also about establishing new industry standards

for CEOs in healthcare technology. Under Tzirimis's

leadership at Intrex, innovative tech solutions are

driving a revolution in global senior healthcare

delivery.

Before joining Intrex, Tzirimis made significant contributions at THE MEDICAL TEAM, a respected

leader in personal care and home health services for over 45 years. Throughout his tenure, he

progressed through diverse managerial roles, ultimately serving as Chief Innovation Officer.

Known for his results-driven approach, Tzirimis excelled in coaching teams, overseeing multi-

million-dollar budgets, and developing innovative operational strategies to drive key objectives

forward. 

Under Tzirimis's guidance, Intrex has risen to become a prominent supplier of technology

solutions for senior care. This accomplishment is owed to the team's wealth of industry

experience and dedication to improving the quality of care. Their Rythmos® solution, integrates

advanced features into one device, offering scalable community systems at an affordable price

point. This sets them apart as a top choice for enhancing senior safety. Leveraging their patented
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location awareness technology, Intrex ensures even greater security and peace of mind for

seniors and their caregivers. 

For more details on Intrex’s industry recognitions and to explore the driving force behind their

innovative solutions, including why they've been honored as Tech Partner of the Year and Quality

Winner, visit their website: https://www.intrexis.com/. 

###

ABOUT INTREX

Intrex is a spin-off tech company of a woman-owned organization providing direct care to

seniors for over 46 years, ranging from assistance with the activities of daily living to

compassionate end-of-life care. Intrex’s mission is to help seniors age safely at home. Their

award-winning Rythmos® platform is a comprehensive safety and wellness solution that includes

innovative wearables, advanced sensors, access control solutions, and emergency devices.
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